Ons Plek Projects
providing hope instead of street life
P O Box 3506 Cape Town 8000
Tel 021 465-4829 . Fax 021 461-0530
email onsplek@new.co.za . website www.onsplek.org.za
NPO No. 009-578 . PBO No. 930-001-457

Affiliated to Cape Town Child Welfare Society

We extend a warm invitation
to everyone in the area to attend our

Annual General Meeting
on Tuesday 15 September 2009
at the

Rondebosch United Church Hall
cnr Belmont and Fir Roads
(the Hall is at the rear of the Church)

from

17h00

for

17h30 until 19h30

Ons Plek girls and staff will entertain you and
the refreshments will entice you!
Please help us cater for everybody by bringing
a plate of eats.
RSVP:

Tel 021 465-4829/72 or
Fax 021 461-0530
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Do join us ...
We look forward to seeing you at the meeting. Our Committee, Staff and Girls will be
there to welcome you.
Come prepared to celebrate! Our AGM this year again promises to be an
AGM with a difference! We look forward to a fun-filled meeting ...
informally challenging each other ... interactive ... participative ... join in the
fun, as we share with you how Ons Plek girls and staff have ‘survived’
the past year.
... from Committee Members and Staff of Ons Plek Projects

AGM Information
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Ons Plek Projects

Nominations
for the

Management Committee
of

Ons Plek Projects
Nominations for election to the Management
Committee must be received at our office by
10th September 2009 at 17h00.
These nominations must be in writing and must
have been seconded. Your nomination form is
included (see back page).
If you are in need of more nomination forms, they
are available from Sharon or Odette at our office.
ONLY MEMBERS of Ons Plek Projects are entitled
to nominate and second persons for election
(member’s list appears on page 10).

The following current Committee Members
are willing to stand for re-election:
Roland Hudson-Bennett
Valerie Julies
Christiana Nel
Ruth Andrews
Fiona Ross
Tsiliso Tamasane
Leslie Witz
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Director:
PAM JACKSON
Unit Manager:
YUMNA VAN DER SCHYFF
Our assessment centre intake
shelter ONS PLEK, and our
OFFICES, are situated at
4 Albertus Street, Cape Town
Tel: 021 465-4829
Fax: 021 461-0530
email: onsplek@new.co.za
website: www.onsplek.org.za
Our second-stage shelter
SIVIWE, is situated at
7 York Road, Woodstock
Tel: 021 448-6529
Our Community
Development Programs:
UKONDLA 1 is situated at
City Council Community Hall,
Browns Farm, Philippi
and our newly initiated program,
UKONDLA 2 is situated
on the premises of Sizakuyenza
Safe House, cnr Eisleben and
Phumelele Roads, Philippi

We invite you to visit the
Projects and meet the
staff and the
young girls
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Ons Plek

Siviwe

Ukondla

Ons Plek Projects consist of:
Ons Plek intake shelter doing comprehensive assessment and development care with
reunification as a priority.
Siviwe second-phase shelter focusing on therapeutic and developmental children’s
home with reunification as a priority.

Mission Statement
Ons Plek Projects has a simple and passionate mission:
To make a substantive improvement in the lives of female street children.
Ons Plek is a place where girls find an opportunity to re-build their lives and their self-esteem.
A place where a sense of belonging helps them to take responsibility for themselves
and for others.
The preparation for life of each child takes into account the innate potential of the individual
within the realities of her life circumstances.
These realities are mirrored in all aspects of our project which enables us to model coping
mechanisms; girls participate fully in decisions about their lives; residential staff members
share the lives of the girls, and office staff members make do in cramped quarters with
only the essentials for the job.

Ons Plek is not an escape — it is a real home in a rough life

~ Ons Plek’s Vision ~
That female street children will be successfully re-united with their families
and that failing that, they will be sufficiently empowered at Ons Plek Projects
to grow into healthy, independent functioning members of society.

Key Information with regard to the Work,
and the Context of the Work, of Ons Plek Projects
•
•

Ons Plek is the only comprehensive program for girls on the streets in the Unicity of Cape Town.

•

The sources of the children’s problems are not easily solved – deepening poverty, abuse, lack of affordable safe housing,
unemployment, crime, family instability, alcohol abuse, family violence, etc.

Our intake shelter is situated in the CBD of Cape Town, because it is central and is where children and youth run to for
relative safety if city security systems allow them.

Who we are and what we do ...

Ukondla – Community Project with prevention as a priority run at two venues in
Philippi.

· Girls come or are referred to us from different areas. Some girls roam around their home community with inappropriate
friends, often hanging around cheap local liquor and entertainment centres, before seeking help further afield.
· Girls who seek help are often teenagers, but also younger girls, sometimes girls with babies.
· Children tend to cope with an inordinate amount of trauma before leaving their home environments. These psychological
scarsmay take a long time to heal for many of the girls.
· Those girls who find it the most difficult to reintegrate with mainstream society are often also living with learning
difficulties and even severe mental health problems.
· Unaccompanied foreign minors are very vulnerable, and are ending up in the ‘street children’ sector.
· Ons Plek works with an average – 100 to 150 girls per year.
· The work of our three main facilities is all interlinked. The three programs integrate to form a whole.
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Our Director’s Annual Report

ONS PLEK is a warm presence in the lives of many.
Our aims, activities and facilities are purposefully
thought through in order to have a long-lasting impact
in the lives of the children. The decisions taken are based
on sound social work methods and ethics. Achievements
and difficulties are constantly, and I mean, constantly
evaluated.
Pam Jackson
Director
In order to show how programs are actually
interfaced in the lives of the children, our
Annual Reports traditionally go deeper than a
presentation of our aims, objectives, methods
and achievements. We hope some of the flavour
of our working with real people in a real world is
conveyed. We hope some of our passion, the
joys, the sorrows, the commitment, and the
laughter, which the work engenders in staff
members, is conveyed.
This year the Aims, Activities and Statistics
are at the back of the report.
Stories of the girls’ experiences, taken from
a chapter in the Ons Plek Book, published during
the period we are reporting on, make up the
first part of the Annual Report. The stories
share in detail the counselling discussions held
with individual girls when death intruded in their
lives.

Contents
of the Report
• We share the stories of four of our children
in bereavement counselling.

• We comment on external threat of a failing

health system which has a serious impact on
our work.

• We present our programs (pages 14 and 15).

Chapter 6
The well trodden path to death’s door —
a light for the way
In this chapter we read the stories of four girls going through
the stages along this well trodden road – Monica, Charlene, Anna
and Agatha.
Death and loss come to each one of us. It’s a well trodden
path that can be walked in hope and can end in acceptance and
peace. It is the most important and the hardest thing we ever do.
Yet we are so often afraid and do not know what to say when we
meet it. How do we comfort those who have lost loved ones?
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And even harder, how do we talk to those who are dying,
especially when they are children? Death is something that many
of the girls have encountered, with devastating effects on their
lives, before coming to Ons Plek.
For those who want to read further on counselling related to death and loss,
some relevant publications are listed at the end of Chapter 11 under the heading
‘Suggested further reading’.

Monica’s baby: Coming through the
emotional reaction of denial
A familiar sound woke me. The phone again! Childcare worker
Joyce Mateta was phoning my home early in the morning to tell
me to come quickly. A new girl, admitted only three days before,
had awoken to find her baby dead beside her.
My stomach full of butterflies, I went in. All the girls were
still in pyjamas. The mother was in shock; she had tried several
times to wake her baby, unable to believe what her senses were
telling her. Joyce couldn’t believe her either, when she was first
called to help. She too tried to wake the baby, and when I arrived
thirty minutes later, knowing logically that the baby was dead,
the part of me that still did not want to believe it made me go
straight to the little body on the bed to make sure.
It’s called denial, this reaction. When something happens
that is too much for us, something we really don’t want to happen,
our minds just don’t quite grasp it. We feel numb, part of us
knows the news is bad while the other part tells us it is not true.
Denial can be a good thing because it gives us time to adapt to
the bad news and get our strength together to face it.
So when I found Monica, the young mother, insisting on
staying next to her baby “in case she needs me, I just want to
stay”, I was not worried. I knew from experience that it can take
two or more weeks to fully believe a death has really happened.
Denial is only bad if the bereaved cling in the long term to the
illusion that the death has not happened. Monica was alternating
between disbelief and belief.
So a few of us sat quietly with her and the baby while she
processed some of the shock, allowing her to talk and responding
just enough to show that we understood. It’s hard, we were
tempted to break the mood by changing the subject, or chatting
quietly among ourselves.
I always have to remind myself at these times that this is
part of my denial, part of my pain at this loss and a wish to carry
on as if nothing had happened. If I, who am not the mother,
cannot take the pain, I am reinforcing the mother’s denial. I am
saying, through my actions, that this is too tough for anyone to
take — and yet the mother will have to take it. She will have to
take it in isolation, surrounded by people but carrying her pain
on her own, if we also cannot endure the pain.
In time, Monica would go through all the stages of loss that
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Kübler-Ross, E. 1970. On Death and Dying. London: Tavistock.
Poss, Sylvia. 1981. Towards Death with Dignity: Caring For Dying
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Charlene and her mother: Through
anger to acceptance
Anger is a hard stage to deal with, when coming to terms with
loss. It shows that the person is out of denial, but still fighting
the situation. It is difficult to live with an angry person,
particularly as the anger expressed is not usually about the illness
or death of the loved one but about other mundane matters. When
a dying child is going through this stage, no one can do anything
right. No one can move anything, touch or talk to the person
without eliciting an angry response. Counselling is very difficult,
because the person is looking for a fight. The bereaved person
or the dying person is asking, “Why am I sick?” or “Why did my
mother have to die?” The dominant feeling is “It’s unfair”. And
yet this stage is absolutely necessary; without it, the person
cannot move on.
At Ons Plek the phone rang again. A social worker from
another agency was requesting an admission. This time it was
for a girl aged 14, whose mother had recently died from injuries
sustained when she wandered in front of a truck while drunk.
She knew of only one relative, who had agreed to take on a
younger brother. For a long time before the mother died she had
not slept at home; she had moved between friends’ houses. She
was known to have been involved with a bad crowd.
I agreed to the girl’s admission, knowing that she could be

very difficult and disruptive to the project. Firstly, she would
have strong feelings of shock, anger and depression, all of which
would require therapeutic counselling and all of which might
be expressed in very disturbed behaviour, which in turn might
disrupt the other girls. The fact that she was already living an
unsettled life, not sleeping at home, mingling with drinking
friends and not attending school, also meant that she would really
struggle to settle down and might well run away. This was the
sort of child that Ons Plek was started to help. This is why our
work is often not seen as ‘successful’. Children, already seriously
traumatised, are not admitted to Ons Plek on the basis of the
likelihood that they (and we) will be successful in changing their
lives.
The girl, Charlene, settled down well at Ons Plek and
attended Learn-to-Live bridging school for street children. In
counselling sessions, discussions were initiated with her around
the death of her mother. She was not expressing her grief at this
point and her feelings could not be insensitively forced into the
open. However, if everyone, including Charlene, acted as if
nothing had happened, her feelings would surface years later or
lurk beneath the surface, undealt with and unconscious and yet
intruding on her future life. The focus in counselling began with
discussion of more concrete activities like funerals which
provided opportunities for expression, but did not demand
intense discussion of feelings until she was ready to do so.
When social worker Carmen de Vos interviewed her,
Charlene said that she didn’t feel much, and in any case she
hadn’t stayed with their mother, but she was worried about her
younger brother; but this did not mean that she experienced no
feelings, only that she did not express them. Childcare worker
Nomfundo Pilisani took her to the mortuary, meeting her brother
and a relative there, partly to identify the body, but mainly to
say her goodbye to her mother. Volunteer Lucia Oosthuysen, a
trained Lifeline counsellor who was also doing her life story
with her, took her to a church where she would be able to place
the ashes, and helped her to plan the service she wanted with
the minister. Later, she prepared Charlene for the service by
getting her to write a letter to her mother which expressed what
she would have wanted to say if she had had a chance to say
goodbye, and how she was feeling now. Arrangements were made
for the brother and relative to attend the service and for contact
between the children to be maintained.
Charlene kept asking to visit her old neighbourhood, which
we could not allow because her hosts were drinking families.
Yet we knew that her visits would aid the mourning process.
When Lucia Oosthuysen took her ‘home’ to see her old shack,
she ran around excitedly visiting old friends.
The visit risked evoking some feelings that would result in
destructive behaviour or depression. It was a risk we had to take,
because failure to mourn can result in mental disorders. Many
people believe they are protecting people from further pain by
avoiding any reminders of a painful event. But emotional pain
is there, and if suppressed it will fester. It needs to be felt and
expressed in a supportive atmosphere, but at the grieving person’s
own pace.
Often sulky, Charlene was worse after the visit. Four days
later she ran away. She was found two days later and brought
back by childcare worker Lulekwa Matho. She remained really
unhappy and alternately angry and withdrawn, repeatedly saying
that she did not want to be at Ons Plek.
The possibility that a staff member would react to Charlene’s
angry, cheeky attitude with anger, and spiral her anger to the
point where she ran away again, was high. I asked her to sit
down with childcare workers Joyce Sethole and Nomfundo
Pilisani and myself for an interview that we conducted in English,
Afrikaans and Xhosa. My plan was to discuss her unhappiness
at Ons Plek and what could be done about it.
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Chapter 6 from Ons Plek’s Book

Elisabeth Kübler-Ross 1 and others have identified and
documented as stages that all of us go through when dying. These
stages are applicable when we face any loss, not only our own
death. They apply when we lose a loved one, and to a lesser
extent even when we lose a favourite item, or lose a skill, a job,
anything.
The stages are denial (and isolation), anger, bargaining,
depression and acceptance. Guilt is also present in these stages.
The stages do not always arise in the same order, and we move
back and forth between them as we adapt to a death or other
loss.
As Monica allowed more “awareness [of the death] to
penetrate”2 , the stage of denial would gradually pass, but the
stage of isolation would deepen. Monica’s pain was something
no one could take away from her.
In the end only she could pass
through all the stages of loss.
However, we could increase her
sense of loneliness by avoiding all
discussion of the pain she was
feeling. For weeks she was quiet.
Then one day she asked the
questions which had been eating
her up inside. “Did the baby die because I climbed a tree once
when pregnant? Was this a punishment from God? Did I kill the
baby because I didn’t change the nappy often enough, or clean
the bottles properly?”
We explained about cot death. We reassured her about her
standard of baby care, which had been good. We knew that guilt
is a feeling all humans have when someone dies. Could we have
been nicer to them? Did we do everything to save them? It’s not
a logical feeling, and just reassuring her that she had done nothing
wrong did not help. Monica needed time to express and explore
her guilt, to enable her to move on to the next stages of anger,
depression and acceptance. Today, Monica is married and has
three children. Like all bereaved parents she has never forgotten
the pain she experienced, but she has learnt to live with it.
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Chapter 6 from Ons Plek’s Book
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I also wanted her to think through what she wanted for her
life, how she planned to achieve it and where she needed to be
to achieve it. I was hoping that, having been in her community
for a few days, she would be more realistic about her options.
Charlene sat on the very end of the bed, shoulders hunched
and eyes looking slightly away. I told her we knew she was
very unhappy, that she did not want to come back to Ons Plek.
When there was no response Joyce asked Charlene what she
wanted to do. She explained that we did not want her to be
unhappy and if there was a way she could go back to the
community we would consider it. Having already explored this
option, we were sure in our own minds that none of her contacts
would be suitable to care for her. We were not holding out false
hope either, by offering this option. Charlene was being very
rebellious and appeared to be harbouring fantasies about her
ability to live with friends forever. Given the chance to think
through the alternatives, without negative pressure from us, I
believed there was a good chance that she herself would decide
to stay at Ons Plek.
Her unhappiness, which she said stemmed from the other
girls’ behaviour, would not diminish in the community because
these kinds of behaviour were common. I waited for
opportunities to gradually link her unhappiness to the death of
her mother, if it became evident that there was a link. In the
meantime, each time she offered a solution, we asked her to
consider certain questions to help her evaluate it. We did not
discount the suggestions ourselves. We asked: Where would
she live? Would the families she said would care for her, pay
for her to go to school? How long could she stay at someone’s
house? If she ‘strolled’ in the area with other homeless children,
how would she prepare for adulthood?
When she had explored possibilities of going ‘home’ and
was looking miserable, I said that it could be difficult to live
with other girls, especially when you hadn’t chosen to come
here and when you dreamed of going back to your home and
your mother and your own life.
She remained silent, but tears slowly rolled out of her eyes.
Through all of the long silences we tried to guess her feelings
from the non-verbal clues she was giving, but she was difficult
to read. We suggested these feelings tentatively in a questioning
way, steering away from telling her how she felt.
Joyce said, “You look angry, Charlene” and she nodded. I
sensed that this was more of a breakthrough than the tears had
been. We sat in silence; she could not say what was making her
angry. Still linking the running away and the death, hoping to
strike a chord in her with at least some of my words, I said,
“You have got a lot to be angry about and sad. You first lost
your dad ...” She nodded and said, “of TB.” I continued, “…
then your mom and the house, your
brother and all your friends. And then
you were brought here and you have to
live here because there is nowhere else.
Perhaps you will be unhappy anywhere,
not only at Ons Plek, because there is
only one place you want to be. All you
want is to go back home, but when you
go there is no home” (said very gently,
but I thought this was the crux of her
misery and anger). Throughout this she
was nodding and wiping away her eyes.
Wondering if she had had any chance
to say goodbye to her mother, I asked if
she had spoken to her in the hospital before she died.
She mentioned that her mother couldn’t get out of the way
of the truck because she was drunk. I wondered to myself if
this was part of her anger. Anger against the loved one is part of
the aftermath of many deaths, but it may not be acknowledged.

This child might have been angry with her mother for
drinking even before her drinking led to her death. Now that
Charlene was talking, we could listen and reflect back to her
the feelings and thoughts she was having. Feeling understood
and accepted, she would be encouraged to explore her feelings
further as she sought to explain them to us. If she had angry
feelings towards her mother she would raise them. It was
important for us to go with what concerned her most, and not
presume to know exactly how she was feeling.
With prompting, she then described the accident, how it
had started with her mother’s boyfriend chasing and hitting the
mother, how he had run away, leaving her mother in the road,
how he had later returned to fetch his hat which was lying at
the side of the road once the neighbours had called the
ambulance for the mother, and how he had never been seen
again. Quite how accurate her description was, was not
questioned at this stage – there would be opportunities to do
this in later sessions.
She did know where he worked. She was very angry with
him. I asked her what she would like to do or say to him if she
saw him in the road.
“Nothing,” she said, she would walk away. It is often helpful
to imagine what one would say if one got a chance to do so
without there being any consequences, but Charlene could not
imagine any different response.
She also described her fear of the man, who beat everyone
when he drank, which was why she had not slept at home prior
to her mother’s death. Further probing led to her expressing
feelings of powerlessness with regard to the man.
Given that Charlene was a confident girl, I was surprised
by her inability to give voice to a message she would have liked
this man to hear, even in his absence. This led me to ask if she
usually talked easily about any sad or angry feelings, and if she
was similar in this to her mother. She responded that she had
never been able to share her feelings and her mother was the
same.
“You must often feel lonely?” I asked. She nodded hard.
“What did your mother do when she was sad or angry?” “She
drank,” was the ominous reply. At this point I did not warn her
directly of a possible similar pattern developing for her. I just
linked her mother’s drinking and apparent lack of emotion so
that it would become a conscious thought in her mind.
The reasons for her withdrawal from us on some days and
her refusal to talk were now much clearer. She had always
handled emotions like this. Her unhappiness was not so much
with anything at Ons Plek as with her own life.
The interview had started with the presenting problem of
her not liking the Ons Plek girls. When nothing substantial came
up in relation to this we still stuck to fairly factual discussions
of her future possibilities, knowing that a lot of more difficult
feelings must exist about the death. The aim in a counselling
session is always to move at the client’s pace and gain their
trust by focusing even on apparently mundane things which
concern them. Having found us trustworthy on these matters,
perhaps the client can trust us on a more serious matter,
particularly someone like Charlene who does not talk easily.
Several serious emotions had been raised in this session,
particularly anger – anger about her mother’s death and anger
at her mother’s boyfriend - which were linked to her current
dissatisfaction at Ons Plek.
None of these emotions could be resolved in one session.
Charlene left the interview still with strong feelings of anger
and loss, but with a quieter spirit and feeling more connected
to us. The reduction in her feeling of isolation would help her
to stay at Ons Plek. Providing an understanding environment
in which she could express her anger in an acceptable way would
help her adapt to her loss.
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‘The Murderer’ — guilt and the
importance of saying goodbye
Death visited Ons Plek again one day, in the form of an innocent
murderer. Bang, bang, bang, on the front gate. Three policemen
and a frightened 13-year-old girl, Agatha, stood on our doorstep.
The girl’s community had stoned her because they believed she
had murdered her child. The police thought so too, but they
were gentle with this poor, confused and very obviously naïve
country girl. The police asked us to please take care of the girl
while they traced her father.
Hearing this from the police I got butterflies in my stomach.
The butterflies, as always, centred around my own feelings of
helplessness in the situation. I get them every time I sit with
anyone who is suffering from strong feelings of sadness and
devastation related to death. How would we get the girl to talk?
How would we help her, especially with her feelings about the
enormity of her action? The road map I turn to is always the
same: use therapeutic skills learnt in psychology and social
work. The skills of the counsellor help the client to explore
their problem themselves. Get the client talking. Listen,
paraphrase or reflect the feelings experienced. Put what the
client has said together, explain it back to the client and see
where they move from there. And then follow ‘nose to the
ground’, and repeat the process. Sit through some painful
silences and wait and pray. Afterwards, one can cry and work
through one’s own feelings. The client will always arrive
somewhere. Their feelings will be clarified. Even if no solution

is found, they will feel supported and gain strength for their
struggle. And so I have been through many interviews,
sometimes holding onto my chair to keep myself from running
away.
Agatha told us that she lived in rural Transkei and her father
was in Cape Town. When her mother had realised that she was
pregnant she had sent her to Cape Town to tell her father. Every
day she had woken up planning to tell
her father, and every day she was not
brave enough to open her mouth. One
evening her stomach was sore, so she
asked a neighbour for some medicine
because her father wasn’t home yet.
The neighbour shouted at her. When
she was alone back in the tiny, dark
shack the stomach pains grew
stronger. After a long time of terrible
pains a funny-looking thing came out
of her. She didn’t know what was
happening to her. It made no noise and
it didn’t move. She wondered if it had
been planted inside her by a devil and she wanted to end the
frightening experience and to go back to normal (to deny what
had happened). She was afraid, and wrapped it up in some rags,
scooped a hole outside the shack with her hands and buried it.
The next morning one of the neighbours had noticed a dog
sniffing around the hole and found the dead baby wrapped up
in rags. And then they had stoned her. The police had arrived
and rescued her.
Agatha told us the story openly, simply and with the
naïvety and innocence of a much younger child. I wondered
whether she had any idea of the enormity of her actions. I
thought she must be in partial denial after all her frightening
experiences. She knew what had happened, but she did not
seem to realise that she might have killed a baby. I feared for
her mental state when she realised this, and felt the guilt that
must surely follow.
A few days later, after we had met the very confused father
who wanted to send Agatha back to her mother as soon as
possible since the police were not pressing charges, we sat with
her again. I knew it was very important for her to process some
more feelings about what had happened, but I was not sure if
she was ready to do so. I also wanted to offer her some ritual,
some way to mourn the baby. We talked in more detail about
what had happened, and how she was feeling now. When she
described the excruciating pain and then this little thing that
came out of her, her confusion at the time and her terror of
“this thing” were quite evident. Her emotions at the time of the
birth had been so intense that she could not tell us if the baby
had been alive or dead or even if it had been a baby. She said
she thought it was dead. I commented that it was normal to be
so confused, on her own like that and never having given birth
before.
When someone is dying it helps to have a chance to say
goodbye and to say everything you want to say to them. I asked
Agatha if there was anything she would like to say to the baby
if it could hear her. “I want to say I’m sorry for killing it,” she
whispered straight away. I asked her what her beliefs were about
life after death. She said she believed the baby would live with
God. Did she think she could ask God to pass on the message
to the baby that she is sorry, I asked. She thought a priest could
ask God to do that for her. She thought it would carry more
weight if he asked.
We organised a memorial service for her, and asked the priest
to convey a farewell message to her baby via God and to assure
her of God’s understanding, which he did. She appeared greatly
relieved after this.
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Chapter 6 from Ons Plek’s Book

Monica and Charlene mourned the loss of their loved ones.
They all went through the stages of denial, anger, guilt,
depression and, to different degrees, acceptance. After the angry
stage Monica was depressed that she would never see her baby
take his first step and grow up. Charlene was depressed at the
reality that she would never spend time with her mother again,
that she would not be at her wedding. In the depressive stage
they accepted the realities of their situations, but without hope.
In the acceptance stage they saw possibilities for happiness
despite their loss. As with anger, they needed to talk in the
depressive and acceptance stages.
Anna, a 15-year-old girl with AIDS that she had contracted
during a gang rape, vowed to infect as many men as she could
while she was experiencing the stage of anger. When she had
exhausted her anger, she entered the stage of depression. This
stage is about loss. Anna, who was now nearing death, mourned
the loss of her health, her schooling, her ability to dance,
activities which had made up her life; and she mourned the loss
of her father. She achieved some sense of acceptance, and called
us all to her deathbed in hospital a few days before she died, to
say goodbye. The stages of the process are the same for those
who are bereaved as for those who learn that they have a fatal
disease.
Finally, if all the necessary work has been done in the
previous stages, the bereaved person or the person who is dying
can move towards acceptance. Writing about acceptance in
those with a terminal illness, Sylvia Poss says, “The reality of
the terminal situation has been faced, raged over, bargained
with, mourned and finally accepted. It is an experience of
completion, achievement or preparedness for what lies
beyond… Acceptance is not happiness but a preparedness to
die.”3 The journey towards accepting that one is going to die
is so personal that often the person knows before the doctors
do that this is going to happen.
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We sat with her father and helped Agatha explain to him
everything that had happened. He wept, and made arrangements
to travel back to her mother with her so that she too could
understand everything. Agatha would have to stay at Ons Plek
while he worked to earn the fares home, because the community
were still angry with her. When he fetched her, he said he had
never known there were such places as Ons Plek to help people
when they really needed it.

Chapter 6 from Ons Plek’s Book

How to break the news

Page 8

It’s that phone ringing again. Time and again the ringing
phone heralds death. We have had to break the news to several
girls that someone in the family has died - often after a phone
call. The child comes in from school cheerfully, and one or
other of us is there, wondering how to break the news. “What
words should I use?” the new social worker asks supervisor
Renée. “Wait until I get there, we’ll do it together,” is her
response.
The truth is that there is no way to soften the blow. Careful
introductory words, preparing the person for what has
happened, are interrupted. From our faces and our attitudes
the person already knows that the news is bad and demands to
know what has happened. The news hits like a sledgehammer
once the words sink in, no matter how it has been phrased. All
one can do is break the news with as gentle an attitude as
possible, and then stay with the person. Use all the tools that
counselling offers. The news breakers that the bereaved are
angry with are those who break the bad news and then run
away, leaving the person on their own to process what has
been said.
If you have to break the news to a child or an adult that they
have cancer or HIV, do it in the same way, make time to answer
their questions, and do not be surprised if they ask you the same
questions again tomorrow.
Many people believe that children know nothing about
death, and that they should be protected from this knowledge
which is too difficult for them to cope with, especially when it
is the child himself or herself who is dying. Studies that have
been carried out show that children have their own definite
ideas about death, depending on their ages, their experiences,
their rate of maturation and their cultural background. I have
worked with many other younger children who spoke
peacefully of angels fetching them. These children had gone
through all the stages of grief that adults go through. They
had been able to discuss all their feelings in their own way
and at their own level.
You do not have to say, “You have cancer and you can die
from it, you know.” Nor do you have to give a full analysis of
how the disease will progress. Wait for the questions to come,
and make sure that you are receptive to them. Usually the child
(or adult) will be in some denial, not ready to face death, and
will be focused on what the treatment is. Only as they themselves
see that the treatment is not working will they start moving
towards the stages that prepare them for death.
Be sensitive to the needs of the child (or adult). Listen, and
show by your responses that you understand their feelings. Or
sit silently but supportively. Accept their feelings, do not judge
and tell them they should not feel angry, or should not feel that
they are to blame. Do not tell them to have faith, to trust in
God. You may feel better, but the bereaved person will not.
Feelings are real, and they change over time. The road to
acceptance of a death is made easier if one is allowed to feel
what one feels, share it for a period of time and then move on to
the next stage.

123456789012345678901234567890
123456789012345678901234567890
123456789012345678901234567890
Jackie Draai 4
123456789012345678901234567890
Dear Ma
123456789012345678901234567890
123456789012345678901234567890
Ek is baie lief vir mamma ek miss vir ma
123456789012345678901234567890
Ek sal nie vir ma virgeet nie ek sal altyd daar wees vir
123456789012345678901234567890
ma
123456789012345678901234567890
123456789012345678901234567890
En ek het altyd saam met ma ‘n lekker tyd gehad en
123456789012345678901234567890
my suster ma se baba
123456789012345678901234567890
En ek dink baie na haar van sy weg is
123456789012345678901234567890
123456789012345678901234567890
Ek doen alles nie reg nie van sy weg is
123456789012345678901234567890
Ek verlang haar en mamma
123456789012345678901234567890
Ek is lief vir julle twee.
123456789012345678901234567890
123456789012345678901234567890
Another letter to her mother:
123456789012345678901234567890
123456789012345678901234567890
Mamma, ons weet Mamma was baie bekommerd
123456789012345678901234567890
oor ons. Ons ding aan us as ons op die regte paadjie
123456789012345678901234567890
loop. Ons leer om eendag iets in die wereld to word.
123456789012345678901234567890
Ek het gedink ek sal eendag vir ma werk, maar nou
123456789012345678901234567890
123456789012345678901234567890
is Ma nie meer daar nie. Ma, rus nou van die hout
123456789012345678901234567890
kap!
123456789012345678901234567890
4 Jackie

Draai is the writer’s real name, used at her request. She
wrote this letter to put on her mother’s grave.
The poem reads:
Dear Mom
I love mommy very much and miss mom. I will never forget mom
and I will always be there for mom. And I always had a good time
with mom and my sister baby. And I think about her a lot since she
has gone. And I do all the wrong things since she has gone. I miss
her and mommy. I love you two.
Another letter to her mother:
Mommy, we know that mommy was very worried about us. We feel
good when we are on the right path. We are learning to become
something in the world one day. I thought that someday I would
work for mom, but now mom is no longer here. Mom, rest now from
chopping wood!

External Threats and
Opportunities
Pam’s Opinion Piece
The situation in our hospitals is dire, a situation
which has been allowed to endure for entirely
too long. While hospital staff are not always
entirely innocent in the creation of the dismal
state of those institutions, my own recent
experience, in the world-renowned Groote
Schuur Hospital,
Hospital, stands
standsas
asaawitness
witnesstotosystemic
systemic
failures in the public health sector. The blatant
lack of capacity to properly treat the patients
entrusted to the care of that hospital affects
those who have a network of family and friends
to provide care where the hospital’s own care is
lacking. However, and more importantly, those
who have no one to bring them an extra meal or
provide a shoulder to lean on when a weak
patient requires the use of a restroom, are left
to fend for themselves amidst the havoc of
overworked and thinly-stationed staff,
wandering or disoriented patients in varying
stages of undress, and closely placed beds,
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INDIVIDUALS
A
Mgiajana B
Visser C + C
H
Mokgalong M
Ackermann I
Hacking J
Vroom G
Adams K (UK)
W
Hamilton F
Morgon C
Arendze Mr+Mrs
Hamilton J
Mulligan S
Walters J + K
Aunty Kubra
N
Werner C
Hayes K
B
Hearonn D
Williams L (UK)
Nicolle P + C
Bassier S
Heldsinger Mr
Nikolopoulou E
Winkler Family
Bowden C
Henkes S
O
Wright Mr+Mrs
Brackendorff Family Hey B
Oberauer Mr+Mrs
Brain Mr+Mrs
Hicks M
Wyatt H
Odendaal M
Broelnicks J
Hill P
Ohalete M
Y
Broumels M
Hirschsohn C
Yousef M
Okord M
Brown M
Hudson-Bennett Mr P
Z
Brown S
Huxley Family
Zone Fitness
Parkin M
Brown Pat
I
Petersen L
Buckley J (UK)
Ioannou M
Pike M
ORGANISATIONS, SCHOOLS, ETC.
C
Isaacs Z
R
Something Nice Bakery
Absa
Canning C + E
Ismail N
Ramoshaba M
Soroptomist Club
Acsis Ltd
Cardoso M
Iwata N
Rawston D
St. Ola’s Trust
AVI Financial Services
Chase P + L (USA) J
Renton D
SWAU Textiles
C M Barry + Co.
Claassen HIN
Jakoet F
Reynes P (USA)
Table Bay Hotel
Cape Town Sewing Centre
Cloete L
Jee H
Rickens B
The Homestead
Cape Youthcare Centre
Connelly Mr+Mrs
Jooste N
Robertson G
Tunica Trading 59
Caring Hands
Cornish L
K
Ronquest L
Union Jewish Women–Na’arot Group
Clicks Foundation
Court R
Karpas Y
Roodbol A
Wictra Holdings
Cloud Publishing Services CC
D
Kassner E
Rosemann J
Winchester Mansion Hotel
Die Nooitgedacht Pers
Damons S
Keel J
Ross F
Zone Fitness
District Six Museum
De Bruyn J
Kelly J (Ireland)
Ross Dr. L
Drifters Adventure Tours/Drifters
De Haan C
Kenny C
S
CHURCHES
C.T. Inn
De Kock Mrs
King A + E
Salie S
Davis Memorial Presbyterian (USA)
Edward Daniel Charitable Trust
de Leeuw N
King Mrs B
Scheppach K
Gereformeerde Kerk Kaapstad
Essential Consulting
de Villiers P
Kirkebjerg C
Schlech M
Harrington St Congregational Church
“Easter Egg Project”
Diedericks W
Koehler G
Schmidtt C
Hillsong Church
Flash Meat Distributors
Dolby N
Krige S
Scott J
Fred+Jeanne Woodbridge Charitable NG Kerk – Pinelands
E
Kupper I
Shapiro Y
Trust
Pinelands Congregational
Elms K
L
Singh N
G.N.O.
Salt River Seventh Day Adventist
Engel T
Lambrechts B
Siphokazi
Grace Academy Foundation (UK)
St. George’s Cathedral
Engel V
Lambrechts R
Smit E
Heinemann Publishers
St. Johns Church Wynberg
Esterhuizen L
Larney T
Smuts S
Kildore Pre-Primary School
F
Lawrence J
Stanhope D (UK)
KPMG
Methodist
Fafak G
Lay M
Stigter H
Lawrence House
Central Methodist Mission
Farrell L
Le Roith C
Stone C
Lewis Stores Group H.O.
Methodist Connexional Office Durban
Storey Rev. P + Mrs Lions Club C.T./Heerengracht
Faucher C
Less J
Ludlow Methodist (UK)
Strong G
Filippi M
Loffell D
Mirapal Trading
Luthy P (Switzerland) Swart S
Fischbach M
Mthente Research & Consulting
DETAILS UNKNOWN
Luyindula P
T
Foskett M
Services
Stigter H
M
Taylor Mr+Mrs
Frater J
Noah Neighbourhood Old Age Home Siphokazi
MacDonald A
Timm M
Fresen L
On Track Innovations Africa Ltd
Hwang R + M (USA)
Manie S
Trew E
G
Oscar Tango Marketing
Sunshine Colours
Marais H
Trowell J
Gemmell C
Quality Services
Marsh C + T
Twinkle
Gibbello C
Radius Club
Mayor of Cape Town U
Glickman J
Rotary Club of Pinelands-Ann’s Club Our apologies and thank you for
McNamee R (USA) Umcokoli E
Gotlieb A
Rotary Club of Wynberg
bringing to our attention the
Meadows M
V
Gram C
S.I. City Bowl Deliveries
omission from our Easter 2009
Mendez Inoque
Van Der Spuy A
Grobbelaar P
Sans Souci Girls High-Interact Society Newsletter:
Fernando Benito Van Diermen Nikki SAPS Crime Prevention
Gubudela T
Dunkely Mr+Mrs S (UK)
Meyer L
Van Jaarsveld M
Gurwitz K
Senior Automotive LTD
Pascoe B (UK)
Mgbojikwe Mr+Mrs Vermeulen K
Guy A
Sir Dicks Uniforms
Sieblist P (Germany)

We dedicate this page to all our donors and
thank you for your continued and valued support

Our Donors
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Are YOU a MEMBER of Ons Plek Projects?

CURRENT MEMBERSHIP REGISTER:
In order for our membership to be accessible to everyone, we consider any donations in cash or kind
from INDIVIDUALS in the course of the year as sufficient to cover our annual membership
subscription. You may also become a member by paying a specific subscription of R5 per annum. If you
have donated and your name is not listed below, please contact Sharon at Ons Plek immediately in
connection with your membership before the AGM. You will also have the opportunity to sign up as
a member at the AGM on Tuesday, 15 September 2009.
MEMBERS ON RECORD:
A: Abrahams Tracy-Lee, Ackermann I, Adams Imelda, Adams K (UK), Agherdien Reyhana, Andrews R, Arendze Mr+Mrs, Aspolis P,
Aunty Kubra, Aunty Natasha.
B: Barfield S (UK), Barker N, Barrath S, Barry Carol May, Bassier L, Bassier S, Basson A, Beja Funeka, Benjamin N, Botha N, Bowen C,
Brache J, Brackendorff Family, Brain Mr+Mrs, Britz N, Broelinck J, Broumels M, Brown M, Brown S, Brown Pat, Buchhorn B,
Buckley J (UK), Buys W.
C: Canning C + E, Cardoso M, Cecsarini L (USA), Chase Mr+Mrs (USA), Chilinsky M, Chisholm B, Chorley P (UK), Claassen HIN,
Classen C, Cloete L, Cohen N, Connelly Mr+Mrs, Cooper C, Cornish L, Cotlieb A, Court R.
D: Da Silva P, Damons S, Daniels Mrs, De Bruyn J, De Haan C, De Kock Mrs, de Leeuw N, de Villiers P, Diedericks W , Dolby N, Duncan C.
E: Earnshaw J, Eastwood J, Elmi, Elms K, Engel T, Engel V, Esau C, Esau S, Esterhuizen L.
F: Fafak G, Farrel Mr+Mrs, Faucher C, Faure E, Fell B (USA), Fells Mr+Mrs, Filippi M, Fillander F, Fischbach M, Fischer F, Fisher K,
Foskett M, Fountain Mr+Mrs (UK), Frater Family, Frater J, Fresen L.
G: Gemmell C, Gibbello C, Glickman J, Gotlieb A, Gralli T, Gram C (Norway), Grobbelaar Ms P, Grueter L, Gubudela T, Gurwitz B + K,
Gutschmann N, Guy A, Guyen J.
H: Hacking J, Haiper S, Halliford O, Hamer S, Hamilton F, Hamilton J, Hare E, Harris-Schenz M + Dr B (USA),
Hassenstein U, Hattingh G, Hayes K, Heaney R + P, Hearonn D, Heldsinger Mr, Hendricks K, Hendricks R, Henkes S, Henwood Dr D,
Hermanus K, Herselman M, Hey B, Hickman J (UK), Hicks M, Hill P, Hirschsohn C, Hodgettes Mr+Mrs, Hoffman D, Holditch Mr+Mrs (UK),
Hudson-Bennett Mr, Huxley Tessa + Reicher + Andrew (USA).
I:

Ilunga J, Ioannou M, Isaacs A, Isaacs Z, Ismail N, Iwata N.

J: Jackson M, Jacobs B, Jacobs Mrs, Jakoet F, Jee H, Johaar N, Jomar M, Jooste N, Joshua B, Julies V.
K: Karpas Y, Kassner E, Katz A, Keel J, Kelly J (Ireland), Kenny C, King A + E, King Mrs B, Kingsley O, Kirkebjerg C , Klitzner A, Koch K,
Koehler G, Krige S, Kupper I.
L: Labia Count + Countess, Lambrechts Bianca + Rosanne, Lamkin Mrs, Larney T , Latimer N, Lawrence J, Lawrence M + N, Lay M,
Le Roith C, Lerm M, Less J, Lindhard N, Loffell D, Louw C, Lucas B, Luthy P (Switzerland), Luyindula P.
M: Mac Donnell B, MacDonald A, Magnus S (UK), Maharas A, Majiet S, Malan G, Manie S, Marais H, Marks Mr+Mrs, Marsden M, Marsh C + T,
Mayor of Cape Town, Maziarz K (UK), McBride R, McNamee R (USA), Meadows M, Mendez Inoque Fernando Benito, Mess D (Germany),
Meyer C, Meyer L, Mgbojikwe Mr+Mrs, Mgiajana B, Mitchell A, Mokgalong M, Morgon C, Muller Rev. B, Mulligan S, Munro J, Murray S.
N: Nackerdien F + S, Nakamura Mr+Mrs (USA), Nel C, Nicolle P + C, Nikolopoulou E.
O: Oberauer Mr+Mrs, Obiang F, Obiezye N, Odendaal M, Ohalete M, Okoligwe C, Okord M, Okoye P, Oschmann C, Osman W.
P: Parkin M, Petersen L, Pike M, Prescot E (UK), Prosalendis S.
R: Ramoshaba M, Rawston D, Raymond L, Reicher A (USA), Renton D, Reynes P (USA), Richards S, Richardson L, Rickens B, Riley J,
Roberts M, Robertson G, Robins E, Robinson S, Robyn + Ivana, Ronquest L, Roodbol A, Rosemann J, Ross Dr. L, Ross F, Rudewaan S,
Rumsey S, Ryklief J.
S: Sadan Z, Salie S, Sass R, Saunders J, Scheepers L, Schellpepper A, Scheppach K, Scheria J, Schiak I, Schlech M, Schmidtt C,
Schultz K, Schwarzenbek L, Scott J, Scott W, Shaik N, Shapiro Y, Sheppard H + L, Sickle H, Siers Z, Silberbauer J, Singh N, Siphokazi,
Slamang M, Smit E, Smuts S, Stanford M, Stanhope D (UK), Stein W (UK), Stein W (USA), Stekhoven Mr+Mrs, Stigter H, Stone C,
Storey Rev. P + Mrs, Strong G, Sussman S, Swart S.
T: Tamasane T, Taylor Mr+Mrs, Theys C, Thorpe Mr, Timm M, Trew E, Trowell J, Twinkle.
U: Ubasi F, Umcokoli E.
V: van der Schyff L, van der Schyff W, van der Schyff Y, Van Der Spuy A, Van Diermen Nikki, Van Erkom Schurink C, Van Jaarsveld M,
Van Stade, Venter B, Vermeulen K, Visser C, Visser K, Vosloo E, Vroom G.
W: Walters J + K, Weiss Dr. M (France), Welch T, Wepener J, Werner C, Wheeler F, Wigglesworth K, Williams L (UK), Winkler Family,
Witz L, Wright Mr+Mrs, Wyatt H.
Y: Yousef M.
Z: Zink L.
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... my own recent experience,
in the world-renowned
Groote Schuur Hospital,
stands as a witness
to systemic failures
in the
public health sector.

Pam Jackson
Director : Ons Plek Projects
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Our Director’s Annual Report

which resemble a prison environment more than
an atmosphere of positively administered health
care.
Early in June 2009, at 9:30 in the evening, a
friend of mine phoned to say
that she had been waiting to
be admitted to the hospital for
hours. She could get no answer
from any hospital staff as to
whether she would be admitted
or whether she should make
arrangements to return home.
More than anything, the fact
that she had come to the
hospital because she was
suffering from unexplained
dizziness and extreme
weakness in her limbs, indicated to her that
she would be staying in the hospital until she
had garnered some hope of an explanation for
her condition and was in possession of a
possible remedy as a way forward. By the time
I arrived at the hospital, nearly twelve hours
after her initial arrival in the waiting area, I
found that she had been assigned a bed. The
ensuing events made me extremely wary of the
prospect of entering a public hospital on the
condition of illness, but my primary concern is
for those who have no other option, but to wait
for hours in the waiting area, to be denied
treatment, meals and use of the restroom
facility, even if only from sheer negligence of
the overworked staff.
The hospital beds were spaced no further
than four inches apart. In the bed next to my
friend’s bed, was a man who appeared to be
dying, and who did not move during my entire
visit. Four inches from his bed, on the other
side, was a woman who was yelling loudly and
unintelligibly. One man, attached to a machine
by an IV in his arm, was wearing only his
underpants, and had stretched his IV tube
until he was inches from us, as we attempted
to visit. Wishing to visit the restroom but
unable to detach himself from the IV, this man
cultivated a routine during which he alternated
between gesticulating wildly in our faces
before returning to the drip stand to
investigate the apparatus and then returning
to share his troubles with us again. While the
man was clearly harmless, to a sick person
confined to her bed, the experience was scary
at best.
I was impressed with the nurses, who were
busy the whole time, coping with being
understaffed as best as they could. Three of
them were trying to care for approximately
seventy-two patients. They helped me to
move my friend’s bed to a spot between some

quieter female patients. They also attempted
to stop the wandering patients from harassing
those who were trying to rest, when they
could. However, the scene I witnessed was
reminiscent of a hospital in a war zone. While
most patients require long hours of rest in
order for their bodies to heal,
sleep seems to be a
commodity very few admitted
to a public hospital have any
hope of obtaining. The
atmosphere I witnessed in the
hospital was one that would
stress even the healthiest of
patients’ bodies, further
weakening their immunity to
the condition for which they
were admitted.
In interrogating the
cause of the dismal state of our hospitals, it is
necessary to be mindful of the current
headlines about doctors striking for pay which
they were promised in 2007. Now, in June 2009,
the doctors have yet to receive the pay
promised to them from two years ago. What has
happened to that pay? Did the authorities
miscalculate the budget? Is there sufficient
money, payment of which has been stymied by
bureaucratic mismanagement? Was the promise
of payment a trick to entice the doctors back
to work? Whatever the answers to these
questions are, the poor state of health care in
state hospitals is a situation that grossly
affects all of those depending on public health
facilities, such as the children we care for here
at Ons Plek Projects, a shelter for female
street children.

This article was published
in The Argus dated 26 June 2009
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Fun times

We acknowledge with gratitude
the valuable support of our
MAJOR DONORS
GLOBAL MINISTRIES (Indianapolis) Africa
GLOBAL MINISTRIES (Institutional) USA
HAUGALAND VIDEREGAENDE SKOLE
(Norway)
M I OVERSEAS
NATIONAL LOTTERY
S.A. HONG KONG ASSOCIATION
SMILE-A-CHILD (City of Cape Town/PAWC)
STICHTING STRAATMEIDEN KAAPSTAD
(Our apologies for the omission from our
Easter 2009 newsletter)

In February this year, some of the girls were
thrilled to be able to spend the day on the beach.
What a super time they had!!

STREETSMART
THE COMMUNITY CHEST

Wonderful opportunity

Letter written by Dee Orrie, Human Resource
Manager of the Protea Hotel
1st June 2009
“I herewith confirm that Emma Malanza has been successful in
obtaining a learnership at the Protea President Hotel Cape Town.
This learnership is a four year program at the end of which, if she is
successful she will obtain a Diploma in Hotel Management. During these
years Emma will be exposed to everything, including in-house practical
training pertaining to the Hospitality
Sector. She will also attend a mandatory six
week block course which is incumbent on
all students every year. These theoretical
courses are also attended by those from
private institutions. The only difference is
that Emma’s tuition fees will be paid by the
President Hotel. Advancing from year to
year will also depend on the student’s
performance throughout the year. A
workbook is provided to the student and
has to be handed in at the end of each year
at which an interview will be held and an
assessment will be made.
So far I have only received good feedback
from each department in which Emma has
worked. She has a lovely disposition and is
certainly suited to the industry. Her hard
work and enthusiasm stands her in good
stead. I foresee Emma completing her
Diploma successfully and being a
productive member of our society at this
stage.”
Sincerely,
Dee Orrie, Human Resources Manager,
Protea Hotel, President
Emma’s response to Dee Orrie
Page 12
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Zip Zap Circus

Melody and the Zip Zap girls

Nasiphe on the trapeze

Lindiswa on the trapeze

Arts and Culture

Zip Zap is part of a program for children called “Working for Youth at Risk & Street Children”.
It is funded by a Grant-In-Aid from Arts and Culture through the Cape Town City Council.
At the beginning of the program the children chose from one of the following art forms:
music, dance, circus arts, technical and backstage.
Siviwe and Ukondla children are involved with Zip Zap Circus. The circus arts provide the
children with various skills e.g. two-way communication with the audience, voice use and projection,
basic pantomime skills, etc. The discipline required to participate in the circus arts adds to
character ‘building’ and helps to re-inforce a positive self esteem.

Lindiswa

Ruth and Ester

Keeping track of your donation
If you are depositing money straight into Ons Plek Project’s bank account, please enter your surname AND initials,
or your company’s name, or Anonymous (if you prefer), in the REFERENCE BLOCKS on the DEPOSIT SLIP. This
information then appears on the bank statement and identifies who we need to receipt and thank for the donation.

OUR BANKING DETAILS:
Bank:
FIRST NATIONAL BANK
Branch:
ADDERLEY STREET
In name of: ONS PLEK PROJECTS

Account No: 620-529-16908
Branch Code: 201-409
Swift Code:
FIRNZAJJ 461

Monies being deposited from overseas (telegraphic transfer) must please make a note of the swift code.

Please advise us of your change of address, if you have moved house or office ... it’s such a pity when the girls’
‘thank you’ letters or our newsletters/AGM Reports are returned to us! Many thanks.

Ons Plek Projects : AGM Report 2009
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A Brief Description of Ons Plek’s
Programs
A summary of the programs is presented for those not familiar with our work.
More detailed information on these programs can be found
in previous Annual Reports or on our website.

Family Reunification Program

Ons Plek’s Programs

Family reunification is one of the core
functions of the work at Ons Plek. In some
cases it requires months or even years of
painstaking work to make a home placement
possible.
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 24-hour Accessible Early Intervention
Intake Program
The first stage of reunification begins with
the process of weaning the child off the
street. Girls are referred to Ons Plek
Intake Shelter within hours or a few days of
arriving in the Cape Town CBD. Usually they
are running away from abuse or neglect at
home. The girl’s circumstances are assessed
immediately on arrival. The girl is then
referred to our family preservation or
family reunification programs. Statutory
services are provided by our social work
staff members. Ons Plek residence reopened again in October 2008 after a fire in
June 2006 closed it down. Our figures for
the year are still lower than usual (70
children as opposed to a usual ±130 girls per
year) because we have been opened for only
half the year.
 Reunification and Preservation Program
In both programs, family interviews are held
as soon as possible to resolve the breakdown
in the family if possible.
While the girls adjust to a structured
environment, our Social Worker and
Childcare staff members contact and
interview families and investigate home
circumstances.
Children who have only been away from
the family for a day or two weeks, would fall
under the preservation program. If the
family bonds are still sufficiently intact for
the child to return home while the problems
are worked on, it is called family preservation. Staff members hold family meetings
and family building sessions with families.
Ukondla’s community program also achieves
this aim — see Ukondla. (24 out of 70
children were returned home per-manently, 1
child went into foster care, 3 children were
transferred into other care, 10 children ran
away and have not returned).

 Home Visits — local and rural
Home visits are important in making family
reunification possible.
 Intervention Programs, Life Skills and
Skills Training as related to Reunification
A healthy self image and feeling of belonging
and mastery is crucial to the girls’
willingness to engage in problem solving with
their families and their communities.

If re-unification fails, the same process
enables them to engage constructively in
society.
A range of skills training and development
programs are provided while the reunification process proceeds, however long that
may take. Every activity we offer has a goal
and purpose in the children’s lives.
 Social and Practical Skills — Household
Duties
On a daily basis the girls do individual
cleaning duties as decided by the Childcare
Worker. The girls are responsible for making
their beds, cleaning the rooms and the house
in general, school uniforms are washed, and
ironed in the afternoon. The girls prepare a
weekly shopping list and actively do the
shopping as well as cooking the meals for the
household.

Counselling Program
 Trauma counselling
 Life Story sessions to rootchild in her
history
 Family Therapy sessions

Social Skills Program
 House Meetings
House meetings take place at least once a
month and/or as determined by household
needs. During meetings the girls have to
practice and learn listening skills, respect
each other’s opinion and share ideas in an
accepting and non-judgmental way.
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 Church/Mosque/Youth Attendance
The girls attend the local Methodist Church
on Sundays where they interact with the
community and experience a sense of
inclusion and acceptance.
 Cultural and Traditional Activities
 Groups on Relationships, Friendships,
Sexual Relationships and Body Care
The purpose and content of the groups is to
educate the girls on positive ways to deal
with people in their lives and to gain self
respect. Topics include body change and
growth, good relationships/bad relationships, teen pregnancy, contraceptives and
HIV/AIDS.

 Formal Attendance at Formal Schools
If the children can cope at school it greatly
increases their chances of fitting in and
being accepted by their family and their
community. Girls attend formal and informal
schools after attending our own bridging
program ‘Morning School’ while their
education abilities are assessed and they
learn to re-adapt to routine and structure
and gain confidence in their abilities.
 Morning School Assessment and Bridging
Program for girls not yet ready to return
to school
The school runs from Monday to Thursday
9.30am to 12pm, with a baking or other
creative program on Fridays from 8am to
12 noon.
 Homework Sessions
The girls at formal schools attend our homework program every afternoon from
Mondays to Thursdays.

In these sessions the girls are assisted with homework
and assignments. They visit libraries and are helped to
prepare feasible exam study timetables. The older girls
are also helped with job applications.

Volunteer Program
 Recruitment, Orientation, Supervision
This year we continued to make intensive use
of local and international volunteers and
student interns (37 in total) who work parttime or full-time for Ons Plek for periods
ranging between 3 and 10 months. They
provided a range of activities, including
computer skills training, reading, art, drama,
education, leadership training, swimming and
baking. As we had many girls in formal and
informal school this year, the volunteers had
to work hard at supporting the girls in these
programs.

Prevention Project

Ukondla Program in Philippi (Browns Farm)
Community

In addition to our overall strategy for dealing
with girls vulnerable enough to dwell on the
streets rather than in their homes, we are
running preventative programs in Philippi
community. As children drop out of school
before they drop out of home, a homework
support program helps them stay in school.
At Ukondla 1, a group of 19 children attend
homework support, enrichment programs and
weekly counselling sessions regularly. The
program runs on Mondays to Thursdays, is
similar to the in-house support program at Ons
Plek, except that the children live in their own
homes.
Staff members regularly visit all the
children’s family homes and their parents are
now very supportive of the program.
As the new financial year begins we are
opening a second homework support program
situated on the grounds of Sizakuyenza, in a
tiny, but sturdy steel prefab building. This will
cater for 20 children who have been on our
waiting list.
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Ons Plek’s Programs

Education Program

 Holiday Program
As with all other programs at Ons Plek, the
Holiday Program’s aim is to include
preparing the girls for life in their homes
and communities, and to give them
opportunities for development —
intellectually, socially and emotionally. The
aim is never to lure them away from the
streets with elaborate treats. This would
be counter-productive, maintaining the
pattern of alternating over-excitement and
apathy which can trap children in street
life.
Most vacation days at Ons Plek are spent
at home — playing games, doing puzzles,
playing “poppie huis”, chatting, walking to the
local park, and just being children.
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Our Wish List ...
FINANCIAL DONATIONS FOR:




Transport costs for the girls for school.
Transport costs for the girls for educational outings/camps.
Medical expenses for the girls eg. eye tests.

TOILETRIES:
Sanitary pads, roll-on deodorant, toilet paper, Vaseline, hair straightener (must be mild), toothpaste, shoe polish
(black), shoe brush, Gambax lice shampoo (clinics no longer supply this and at R68 a bottle it is rather expensive).

The Back Page

UNDERWEAR: BRAND NEW PLEASE!
Panties and Bras for young girls aged 5 – 18yrs, Panties for teenagers, Socks for winter.

STATIONERY:
Photocopy paper (white), A4 coloured paper, Pritt Stick (large), plastic sleeves, scissors (small for school children),
Flip Files, examination pads, A4 hard cover books, calculators (scientific), Black board (maximum size 2m x 2m)
for Ons Plek’s morning school.

SCHOOL REQUIREMENTS:
Stationery: 60 of each item at the beginning of each new year: Scissors (blunt-nosed),
Pritt (40gm), space case, pens (black, blue and red), homework diaries.
Clothing: School bags/rucksacks (blue or black),
Sizes are available for the following: School socks – new (white and grey), School shoes
– new (black, lace-up or buckle), Rain coats (black or navy blue), Takkies – new.
Camera film 24 exp.
Please contact us about the following items:

Laminating machine

PowerPoint projector

UKONDLA (Homework Program):

A
flan l s o s o m
nel
e
n
plea appies
se!

Magazines: Huisgenoot, You, Drum, Vukani, Bona.

As children, we always had chickens in our yard. When a hawk or eagle flew overhead we had to
run and put a basket or bowl over the baby chickens to protect them.
That is how I see Ons Plek, like a basket protecting the children from the dangers of life.
— Nontobeko Moni (ex-homework support teacher at Ons Plek)
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ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS: Henk Blom of Zeplin Productions (092 667 1688) for our Website.
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Salty Print (021 448-5620) for printing and Wendy Wilkinson (046 648-3190) for typesetting our Newsletters and AGM Reports.
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Please cut along the dotted line and forward completed Nomination Form to Ons Plek Projects by 10 September 2009

NOMINATIONS FOR THE ONS PLEK PROJECTS’ BOARD
I, ........................................................................................................................... hereby propose ...................................................................................................................................
for the Board of Ons Plek Projects for the ............................................................................................................ term of office.
Seconded by ...........................................................................................................................................................
I, ............................................................................................................................................................... hereby accept the above proposal.
Signed ..............................................................................................................................................
Date .....................................................................................................................................................
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